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This 2-year program (with 1 year no-cost extension) sought to investigate novel optical materials suitable for use in high-power narrow-
linewidth fiber lasers.  A complete model for the mass density, acoustic velocity, acoustic attenuation, photoelastic (Pockels’) coefficients, 
and refractive index has been developed for multi-component glasses.  It has been utilized to characterize several materials (data are 
provided herein), including Group I and II oxides, MgAl2O4 (spinel), alumina, LuAG (a garnet), and several rare earths (RE2O3), including 
determination of compositions that give rise to near-zero Brillouin gain. Fibers were produced from these precursors (crystal and glass 
phase), clad in silica, utilizing the molten core processing technique. Measurement test beds have been developed to determine the key 
acoustic and photoelastic constants of these fibers, in order to validate the model. Within the scope of this work, suppression of Brillouin 
scattering by >10dB relative to conventional fiber has been ‘routine.’  Furthermore, we have investigated some rare-earth-doped versions of 
these fibers, and other novel materials have been identified as promising and these were continued to be studied during the extension period.  
We point out that this limited report represents only highlights from the numerous findings accumulated during this program. They can be 
found in greater detail in the roughly 175 printed pages in the resulting 17 journal publications (quite a bit more if one includes a number of 
archival conference proceedings).
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Statement of the Problem Studied 
 
This 2-year program (with 1 year no-cost extension) sought to investigate novel optical materials 
suitable for use in high-power narrow-linewidth fiber lasers.  A complete model for the mass 
density, acoustic velocity, acoustic attenuation, photoelastic (Pockels’) coefficients, and 
refractive index has been developed for multi-component glasses.  It has been utilized to 
characterize several materials (data are provided herein), including Group I and II oxides, 
MgAl2O4 (spinel), alumina, LuAG (a garnet), and several rare earths (RE2O3), including 
determination of compositions that give rise to near-zero Brillouin gain. Fibers were produced 
from these precursors (crystal and glass phase), clad in silica, utilizing the molten core 
processing technique. Measurement test beds have been developed to determine the key acoustic 
and photoelastic constants of these fibers, in order to validate the model. Within the scope of this 
work, suppression of Brillouin scattering by >10dB relative to conventional fiber has been 
‘routine.’  Furthermore, we have investigated some rare-earth-doped versions of these fibers, and 
other novel materials have been identified as promising and these were continued to be studied 
during the extension period.  We point out that this limited report represents only highlights from 
the numerous findings accumulated during this program. They can be found in greater detail in 
the roughly 175 printed pages in the resulting 17 journal publications (quite a bit more if one 
includes a number of archival conference proceedings). Sections II – V provide the Summary of 
the Most Important Results. 
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List of Figures and Tables 
 
Figure 1. Representation of a unit-length fiber utilized to derive the additivity model employed in this work. This is 
an example of a binary, separable glass.  Each constituent has its own physical properties and the volume m can be 
determined from the known composition. 
 
Figure 2. Plot of the refractive index of germanosilicate glass as a function of germania concentration in mole 
percent using both the Sellmeier and additive models (λ = 1534 nm). The graphs are indistinguishable and slightly 
sub-linear. 
 
Figure 3.  Block diagram providing the geometry of the system. 
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Figure 4. Optical micrograph of spinel-derived (i) and BaO-derived (ii) fiber cross-sections, splices between silica 
and the (iii) spinel-derived and (iv) BaO-derived fibers. In (iii) and (iv), “SpDF” refers to the spinel-derived optical 
fiber and “BaODF” refers to the BaO-derived optical fiber.  
 
Figure 5.  Brillouin gain coefficient versus alumina concentration in mole % for several ytterbia concentrations, 
increasing from 0 to 1 mole % (~ 6 wt%) in steps of 0.1 mol %. 
 
Figure 6.  Brillouin gain coefficient versus P2O5 concentration in mole % for several ytterbia concentrations, 
increasing from 0 to 1 mole % (~ 6 wt%). 
 
Figure 7.  Overlay of the Yb-doped aluminosilicate emission spectrum (black) with that of a Yb-doped bariosilicate 
glass (blue).  They are nearly indistinguishable. 
 
Figure 8. RIPs measured at 1000 nm and 1550 nm (the latter has a slightly higher peak Δn). The data taken at 1000 
nm is shown with the dashed line. 
 
Figure 9. SEM image of the SAL fiber core. A slight ellipticity is observed. 
 
Figure 10. Brillouin gain coefficient calculated for the lanthanum aluminosilicate system (bulk) utilizing the 
parameters in [30] and assuming that [Al2O3] =1.21x[La2O3]. 
 
Figure 11. Scanning electron microscope end image (fiber cross section) of Fibers 1 and 2 with scale provided. 
There  is some ellipticity in the Fiber 2 core. 
 
Figure 12. Attenuation spectrum for the fibers. Hydroxyl absorption near 1400 is observed. The remaining structure 
can be attributed to optical absorption bands of various other rare earth impurities present in the starting LuAG 
crystal. 
 
Figure 13. Refractive index profiles for Fiber 1 (open circles) and Fiber 2 (solid squares). 
 
Figure 14. Molar ratio of Lu to Al across the core of Fiber 2. 
 
Figure 15. Calculated Brillouin coefficient ( gB) relative to a typical Ge-doped SMF versus a ratio of SiO2-SrO-
Al2O3 content for the ternary strontium aluminosilicate glasses. A zero-p12 composition is calculated to be at a SiO2 
content of about 41.5 mol%, SrO content of about 22.5 mol%, and Al2O3 of about 36 mol%. The log-amplitude 
curve shows a singularity where gB = 0 m/W. 
 
Figure 16. SIMS image of the fiber core. Relative lithium counts are on the vertical density scale on the right hand 
side. 
 
Figure 17. Comparison of core optical path delay (m) at 950 nm and 1550 nm for the prototype fiber. The results 
suggest that the RIP at 1550 nm is 98.6% of that at 950 nm, implying small dispersion in delta-n over a wide 
wavelength range. 
 
Figure 18.  Brillouin gain spectrum shown at two temperatures (labeled in the graph). The dashed lines are 
Lorentzian fits to the data. The Brillouin frequency decreases with increasing temperature. An end-image of the 
cleaved fiber is provided in the inset.  
  
Figure 19. Compositional profile for a typical Yb-doped YAG-derived fiber (Fiber 3). Yb2O3 concentration is ~ 0.6 
mole % (~ 2.6 weight %). 
 
Figure 20. Measured relative Raman gain spectra for the three Yb:YAG-derived fibers of the present study. Also 
shown is the Raman gain for pure silica. The peak Raman gain decreases with decreasing silica content. A portion of 
the spectrum is expanded for visual clarity. Points of interest are identified as A) ω1, B) D1, C) D2, D) ω3, E) oxygen 
hole centers, F) and G) ω4. 
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Figure 21. Relative Raman gain (peak value) as a function of yttria+alumina content in the fibers. A line has been 
drawn to guide the eye. Data points are identified with their fiber number. 
 
Figure 22. Raman gain spectra (normalized to silica) measured from the sapphire derived fiber for three 
different alumina concentrations. The spectrum appears to broaden and get weaker relative to the cladding 
(silica, black line). 
 
Figure 23. Raman gain spectra (normalized to silica) measured from the barium oxide (BaO) derived fiber for 
three different baria concentrations. Several new lines appear, likely attributable to the Ba-O bond, including 
a strong one near 1071 cm−1. The silica spectrum (black line) was obtained from the fiber cladding of one of 
the fibers. 
 
Table 1. Deduced physical parameters for several oxide materials utilizing the additive model presented above.  
 
Table 2. Summary of physical properties of the SAL fiber. 
 
Table 3. Summary of physical properties of the LuAG-derived fiber. 
 
Table 4.  Summary of physical properties of the various glass constituents. 
 
Table 5. Summary of optical fiber properties. Estimated or calculated values are identified while remaining values are from 
measurements. 
 
Table 6. Summary of some relevant physical characteristics of lithia. Silica and alumina date from [10] are provided for 
comparison. 
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II. Modeling the Fiber System 
 
The modeling approach taken in the design of intrinsically low-Brillouin-gain (ILBG) fiber 
compositions is not one principally meant to further the understanding of the physics of the glass 
systems. It is instead meant mainly to serve the following practical purposes: 1) to gain the 
ability to extrapolate measured fiber data from a few readily available glass compositions, 2) to 
develop a selection process for precursor core-phase materials, 3) to provide a way that materials 
science can be presented so that it is understood by fiber designers, and 4) after fabrication of a 
new fiber, to have a tool for the optimization of its composition. Purpose 4 clearly requires that 
purpose 2 be satisfied. The material additivity model requires that 1) the constituent species in an 
n-ary glass are separable, in that they can be treated as fully independent and 2) the constituent 
materials are well-mixed in the final glass, and that no anomalous effects, such as phase 
separation, takes place. In principle, it is not necessary for an ion (e.g., Al in Al2O3) to have the 
same coordination at every site. An additive model can provide essentially an ensemble average 
for the ‘alumina effect’ (alumina simply as an illustrative example) that can depend strongly on 
how and by whom the glass was fabricated. In addition, such modeling can also take into account 
ion-ion effects (as is typical of many phosphates [1]) such that larger binary, ternary, etc. 
molecules (for example large oxide molecules whose properties do not derive from their 
constituent oxides) can be treated as a single species. Clearly, this removes the use of the model 
to gain physical insight into such systems, but it can still serve as a powerful engineering tool in 
the design of the glass and tailored optical fibers of added value.  And thus, it is for these reasons 
that this model is utilized in this work. 
  
The model begins with a ‘unit fiber,’ as shown in Figure 1. For simplicity a binary system is first 
assumed, such as the ubiquitous GeO2-doped silica glass fiber commonly found in the 
telecommunications industry. If the constituents of this binary system were fully separable, then 
one may imagine dividing the unit fiber into two independent regions of pure oxide constituent. 
In this case, m is a quantity represented as a ‘length’ in the Figure, but in reality is representative 
of the volumes occupied by the constituents. Also with respect to Figure 1, the core binary glass 
is well-mixed and, at least on the dimensional order much smaller than a fiber diameter or an 
optical or acoustic wavelength, large-scale clusters of pure material are not encountered, except 
perhaps where the dopant concentration is extremely small, or where such clusters are otherwise 
intended. While a well-mixed glass gives rise to the concept of a single optical propagation 
velocity, a photon ‘time-of-flight’ can be calculated (summed) through the separated unit fiber 
shown in Figure 1 to be as such 

 
( ) ( )21

11
.effm m nm nmnt

c c c
+ −−

∆ = + =  (1) 

Then, if this time-of-flight can be lumped into the determination of an effective refractive index 
(right-hand side of Eqn. (1)), one can solve for the refractive index of the mixed material 
(dropping the subscript “eff”) to be 
 n = mn1+ (1-m)n2 (2) 

It is noted that Eqn. (2) also supports a thermal dependence (n(T)) incorporating a thermo-optic 
coefficient (dn/dT), if required, thereby enabling fibers with tailored dn/dT values for possible 
management of mode stability parasitics [2,3]. We have looked somewhat at this during this 
program, but more significantly as part of a different JTO-funded program. As stated above, m is 
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nothing more than the fractional volume of glass occupied by constituent 1. This quantity can be 
determined from the known composition, either in mole-, weight-, or atomic-percent, and other 
quantities such as the mass density, ρ (kg/m3), and molar mass, M (g/mole). Here, the units of 
mole percent are adopted and one arrives at [4] 
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where [C1] is the concentration of the constituent #1 oxide (in mole fraction).  
 
One can immediately see some interesting features in Eqn. (3). Understanding that the ratio M/ρ 
is merely the molar volume (which can depend strongly on the fiber processing history), if 
constituents 1 and 2 have identical molar volumes, then m is linear in [C1], and therefore the 
refractive index is linear in [C1]. The dependence of the refractive index on [C1] is either super- 
or sub-linear depending on whether constituent C1 has a molar volume that is less or greater than 
that of constituent 2, respectively. Essentially, this means that constituents that have a larger 
molar volume have a stronger effect on changing the host refractive index when in relatively low 
quantities than those with lower molar volume. This can serve as a selection criterion for 
reducing the fiber numerical aperture. 
 

 
Figure 1. Representation of a unit-length fiber utilized to derive the additivity model 

employed in this work. This is an example of a binary, separable glass.  Each constituent 
has its own physical properties and the volume m can be determined from the known 

composition. 
 
An interesting feature of the additive model provided as Eqns. (2) and (3) is, once the 
calculations are made, the remarkable resemblance of the data to that of the mixed Sellmeier 
model, which utilizes six Sellmeier coefficients for each constituent. The Sellmeier model is 
reproduced here from [5] for convenience as 
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where n is the index of refraction, and C1A, C1l, C2A, and C2l are the Sellmeier coefficients for 
vitreous constituents 1 and 2, respectively. This will be an important point when considering the 
Pockels’ coefficients described later. 
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In order to illustrate this, the case of GeO2-doped silica is presented in Figure 2, where Eqn. (4) 
is plotted utilizing the coefficients found in [5], and Eqns. (2) and (3) are plotted utilizing mass 
densities of 2200 kg/m3 and 3650 kg/m3 for silica and germania, respectively. Furthermore, for 
the additive model, the molar masses 60.08 g/mole and 104.59 g/mole and refractive index 
values of 1.4442 and 1.5873, are utilized for silica and germania, respectively. The curves are 
very slightly sub-linear, and according to the additive model this is because the molar volume of 
germania is slightly higher than that of silica. More interesting than this, however, is that the 
curves are indistinguishable. Thus, two very different equations for the refractive index (1: Eqns. 
(2) and (3) based on an assumed density and refractive index; and 2: Eqn. (4) which is based on 
twelve empirical Sellmeier coefficients) give rise to nearly identical plots, with values that differ 
only starting in the 5th decimal place.  
 

 
Figure 2. Plot of the refractive index of germanosilicate glass as a function of germania 

concentration in mole percent using both the Sellmeier and additive models (λ = 1534 nm). 
The graphs are indistinguishable and slightly sub-linear. 

 
 
As such, the additive model can simplify the process of determining the addivity of germania and 
silica (and perhaps other compositions), at least with respect to the refractive index, by reducing 
the number of fitting terms from six to two for each component. While the density utilized for 
GeO2 in the additive model (3650 kg/m3) may not be an accurate representation of a true density 
of the glass network, it does allow one to design the refractive index of a germanosilicate glass; a 
practical consideration sought here. The bottom line for this analysis then is that the additive 
model can be a very trustworthy approach to designing glass, and potentially across wide 
compositional ranges. While processing conditions may change the observed density of a glass, 
and thus the resultant refractive index, these conditions and influences can be isolated and their 
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effect on these terms can be quantified. Thus, process-specific parameters based on changes to 
the draw temperature, etc. can be determined for an individual fiber maker. 
 
The simple fiber model of Figure 1 can be employed to determine other Brillouin scattering-
relevant parameters as well. Utilizing a similar time-of-flight argument for an acoustic phonon, 
the net acoustic velocity, Va, can be determined [6] as can a total acoustic attenuation through the 
unit fiber [4]. This is accomplished by summing the attenuation in each segment (the attenuation 
coefficient, α, in units of m-1 multiplied by the length; m or [1-m] for a binary system). 
Multiplying the net acoustic attenuation coefficient (units of m-1) by the acoustic velocity divided 
by π gives the Brillouin spectral width (ΔνB). Finally, one may also extend the model to an n-ary 
glass, in which case the calculations become summations over n constituents. In summary, these 
quantities are given by 
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where most typically, Fi = (ν/νref)2αi or that the Brillouin spectral widths of the oxide constituents 
are proportional to the square of the acoustic frequency νB [7]. Note that m0 = 0 and mn = 1. The 
subscripts i refer to the constituent number, and the m’s (or rather their differences) once again 
are the volume content of constituent i, which can be written in terms of the molar volume and 
concentration in units of mole fraction. As an illustrative example, for a ternary system one 
obtains 
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where m0 = 0 and m3 = 1. This has since been expanded to include quaternary systems.  Since the 
acoustic attenuation is a function of frequency, the ‘quoted’ acoustic attenuation α must be 
specified at some reference frequency, νref. A convenient reference is 11 GHz, as this is the 
Brillouin scattering frequency of Corning’s SMF-28TM telecommunications fiber measured at 
1534 nm [4]. As a side note, in some optical fibers (such as ones produced from boria-doped 
silica) the acoustic attenuation is not proportional to the acoustic frequency squared [8]. This is 
related to the dynamic viscoelastic damping processes (and coefficients) peaking at a 
temperature above the glass fictive temperature, in contrast to many materials (such as silica [9]) 
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where these processes peak at cryogenic temperatures, far from the glass fictive temperature or 
even Tg. 
 
Greater detail regarding how these models are used to analyze the measured data can be found 
elsewhere [10,11]. However, to summarize, the additive approach has origins tracing to 
Winkelmann-Schott [12-14]. Starting with fused SiO2, and its known bulk (and quenched) 
physical characteristics, such as mass density, refractive index, inverse of acoustic velocity [4], 
Brillouin spectral width (BSW), etc., material is added to the system via the most general form of 
the governing equation: 
 

      .
1∑ =

=
N

i ii xgG                                               (8) 

 
Here, x is the additivity parameter of constituent i, which in this case is the fractional volume, g 
is the physical property (e.g. density, refractive index, inverse of the acoustic velocity) of that 
constituent, and G is the aggregate value. In the case of ‘mixed’ glasses that form networks (such 
as germanosilicates), the various g’s can be construed to be the bulk values of the individual 
constituents. For network modifiers (such as Group I or II oxides) they are likely more accurately 
interpreted to be their influence or change on the starting glass network, rather than some bulk 
value. More specifically, modeling a silicate system possessing these modifiers begins with the 
bulk values of the SiO2 network, which are assumed (in approximation) to be conserved with the 
addition of said modifiers. Then the g values are treated as ‘effective’ bulk values for the 
network modifiers. In both cases (network formers and modifiers), once the physical properties 
of the fiber (which represents the aggregate glass G) are tabulated, the influences of the 
additional system constituents can be back-calculated.  
 
With the mass density, ρ, also following volume additivity (as with the refractive index, Eqn. 
(2)), all of the quantities relevant to Brillouin gain are calculated except for the photoelastic 
constant, p12. As a first-order approximation, this quantity may be assumed also to follow a 
simple additive model, as described above (e.g. Eqn. (8)). However, considering that the volume 
additivity model for the refractive index appears to provide excellent agreement with the 
Sellmeier treatment, and that the Pockels’ photoelastic coefficients influence the refractive index 
in the case of applied stress or strain to the material, a different approach to this term was taken. 
 

 
Figure 3.  Block diagram providing the geometry of the system. 

 
In the case of an applied strain, ε, an elongation of the fiber material in the longitudinal direction, 
z, gives rise to a change in the refractive index experienced by the transverse electric field 
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components (see Figure 3). Any applied strain is assumed to influence all of the individual 
constituents of the glass comprising the fiber (e.g., germania and silica in the case of the binary 
germanosilicate glass) such that the refractive index for each component becomes nx,y (ε) = n0,x,y 
- ½n0,x,y

3(p12 – ν(p11 + p12))ε [15], where ν is the Poisson ratio and the subscript ‘0’ corresponds 
to the unstrained value. In the case of an applied stress, σ’, in the y-direction, a birefringence is 
introduced that can be found from ny(σ) – nx(σ) = ¼(n0,x,y

3/G)(p11 – p12)σ’ [16,17] where G is the 
shear modulus and n0x = n0y for an isotropic material. Assuming that the fiber (and thus each 
glass component) undergoes uniform volume deformation via the applied stress, σ’/2G is 
replaced by a generalized shear deformation, σ, and thus the refractive index of the individual 
components (for each glass constituent) each become ny(σ) = noy - ½noy

3p44σ where p44 = (p11 – 
p12)/2 for an isotropic material.   

 
In summary, the assumption is made that the photoelastic constants are carried through the 
additive model via the refractive index.  In order to simplify matters, the strain-optic coefficient, 
εOC, is defined to be εOC = p12 – ν(p11 + p12) and the stress-optic coefficient, σOC, is defined to 
be σOC = (p11 - p12)/2. The coefficients Q and P, for the strain and stress effects, respectively, 
are defined to be the optic coefficients multiplied by the factor: - ½no

3. Applying the above set of 
equations to the additive model (Eqn. (8)), one obtains for a mixed binary glass that 
 
                       εOCeff, σOCeff = n0

-3(n1
3m(εOC1, νOC1) + n2

3(1-m)( εOC2, σOC2))  (9) 
 
or that the strain- and stress-optic coefficients are additive with an n3 scaling factor (n0 is the 
zero-stress/strain refractive index of the net mixed glass, calculated using Eqn. (8)). Once the 
strain- and stress-optic components are determined, one then can solve for the individual 
photoelastic constants. In particular, one arrives at the following for the quantity needed in 
calculating the Brillouin gain 
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In [18], this model was updated and modified wherein the additivity parameters are   
 

                                                                       (11) 
                                                                       (12) 

 
where C1,i′ = ½n0,i

3(p12,i – νi(p11,i + p12,i)) and C2,i′ = ½n0,i
3(p11,i – 2νi p12,i).  If we then define for 

the aggregate that  
 

                                              (13) 

                                    ,                           (14) 

these equations can then be solved for the p’s if the Poisson ratio is known.  In addition, another 
main conclusion in [18] is that through the nullification of p12, the longitudinal pressure 
(acoustic) wave does not lead to a change in refractive index along the polarization axis of the 
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optical wave, thus preventing SBS from occurring. This modified model was utilized to 
determine several bulk characteristics for the Group I oxides as provided in a subsequent table. 
 
Once the physical quantities are known, the Brillouin gain may be calculated from the individual 
summations (that utilized Eqn. (8)).  
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where once again, n is the refractive index, p12 is the (shear wave) photoelastic coefficient, c is 
the speed of light in vacuum, λo is the free space wavelength of the light inducing the Brillouin 
scattering, ρ the mass density, Va is the acoustic velocity, and Δν is the Brillouin spectral line-
width. An updated table identifying these individual values for several oxide species is given in 
Table 1 [10,19].  We have found that a number of oxides contribute near-zero or negative 
Pockels (p12) additivity when added to silica, suggesting a number of compositions where gB = 
0. 
 
Table 1. Deduced physical parameters for several oxide materials utilizing the additive 
model presented above.  
Parameter Va ρ Δν

B** n p
12

 Reference 
Unit m/s kg/m3 MHz - - - 
SiO2 5970 2200 21 1.444 0.226 [6,20,21] 

GeO2 3510 3650 124 1.571 0.268 [21] 
P2O5 3936 2390 177 1.488 0.255 [20,22] 

B2O3 3315 1820 428 1.410 0.298 [23] 
Y3Al5O12 7649 3848 253 1.868 0.022 [24] 

Al2O3 9790 3350 274 1.653 -0.027 [19,25] 
MgO 8731 3322 * 1.810 * [26] 

SrO 3785 4015 187 1.81 -0.245 [27] 
BaO 3131 4688 178 1.792 -0.33 [28] 

Yb2O3 4110 8102 1375 1.881 -0.123 [23] 
La2O3 3979 5676 181 1.877 -0.027 [30] 

Lu2O3 3660 7928 145 1.66 -0.043 [31] 
Li2O 6500 3150 * 1.97 -0.01 [18,32] 

Na2O * 3200 * 1.62 0.011 [18] 
K2O * 2900 * 1.59 0.12 [18] 

*Not yet characterized 
** νref = 11 GHz 
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As part of this program, we have also determined that the thermal response of Brillouin 
scattering can be strongly influenced by a core-cladding coefficient of thermal expansion 
mismatch [33,24]. Previously, the effects of thermal expansion were not included in the additive 
model [20,25]. Instead, the refractive index, where nm→ n (nm is the modal index) due to the 
argument that the optical mode index will approximately be that of the core material value, and 
acoustic velocity took the forms 
 

                                                      (16) 
                                                      (17) 

 
where the subscript ‘0’ refers to the values at a control temperature (such as room temperature) 
and ‘relaxed’ mechanical state and the Δ values represent the change from those initial 
conditions. These equations carry through the additive model and therefore the refractive index 
and acoustic velocity of the binary glass may be calculated as a function of strain or temperature. 
If measurements of dνa/dT are performed on a fiber, then the TAC of alumina can be deduced if 
the TOC (thermos-optic coefficient dn/dT) and TAC (thermo-acoustic coefficient dV/dT) of 
silica and the TOC of alumina are known [20]. SAC is the strain acoustic coefficient, and SOC is 
the strain optic coefficient, or the dependence of the acoustic velocity and refractive index on 
strain, respectively. It is precisely these experimentally-deduced values of the TAC from dνa/dT 
measurements on several aluminosilicate-core (silica-clad) fibers that proved to be anomalously-
large [35]. 
 
In order to correct the model, the assumption is made that the core is a material with larger CTE 
than the surrounding cladding, pure silica in the present case. Since the cladding is much more 
voluminous than the core, its expansion is strongly restricted by the cladding (pure silica) of the 
fiber, which has a thermal expansion coefficient of 0.54 x 10-6 K-1 [36]. Thus, in the longitudinal 
direction this restricted expansion could be likened to a negative tensile strain or positive length-
wise compression of the fiber. The negative strain imparted due to the thermal expansion 
mismatch is taken to be , where ΔT is the change in temperature. 
The temperature derivative can then be found as and 
multiplying this by the SAC (dV/dε) gives rise to a new dV/dT term. 
 
In the radial direction, the thermal expansion mismatch imparts a positive compressive stress on 
the fiber. This stress can be approximated from the compressibility (inverse of the bulk modulus 
G) of the glass. The fractional change in volume is the pressure (P, stress) divided by G. Since 
the stress is in the radial direction, the change in volume can only be attributed to a stress-
induced change in the cross sectional area. If the core were loose (not cladded), its area as a 
function of the change in temperature would be , where a is the core 
diameter. Pulling the core diameter out of the equation for the area, and then expanding this 
expression and assuming that , the change in volume versus 
temperature is approximately . Since this expansion is restricted by the 
cladding, the pressure (stress) on the core as a function of temperature is 

. Multiplying this by dV/dP, which can be found in the literature, 
gives the second correction term to dV/dT (for completeness, in units of m/(s-K)). 
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Therefore, to correct for the thermal expansion mismatch, Eqn. (17) is modified to 
 
      (18) 
 
While the CTE mismatch also influences the refractive index, the contribution is negligible with 
respect to dνa/dT when compared with that of the acoustic velocity [20,22]. As such, the 
modeling is assumed to be valid here, taken with ε → 0 in a purely thermal setting. In Eqn. (18), 
each of the physical characteristics (V0, SAC, etc.) are those of the individual constituent (silica 
or alumina), except for the bulk modulus G. Since the core glass is assumed to have uniform 
stress and/or strain, the material deformation is taken to be equivalent for both silica and 
alumina. In order to calculate G, first the longitudinal modulus is found from  where V 
and ρ are calculated using Eqn. (8). Then, the bulk modulus G is determined from 
 
                                                                           (19) 
 
where the Poisson ratio ν also obeys Eqn. (8). 
 
III. Fiber Fabrication 
 
Many of the novel compositions suggested by the model cannot be fabricated into fiber utilizing 
conventional methods. Instead, a ‘molten core’ approach is utilized, whereby one begins with a 
glass cladding tube and the core phase is inserted inside of it.  The fiber is then drawn at a 
temperature above which the core phase melts and the cladding phase has softened so that it may 
be drawn. 
 
The method is one that separates the consideration of core and clad as conjoined and necessarily 
co-processed as two glass systems. More specifically, and in some ways a return to basic glass 
forming, the cladding can be treated as a crucible in which the core is melted during the fiber 
draw process. The principal difference being that the “crucible” is an integral part of the resulting 
fiber and serves primarily to confine the molten core as the fiber is drawn. This ‘molten core’ 
approach, initially employing powders and termed the “power-in-tube” method, was originally 
applied to the fabrication of optical fibers possessing core compositions with very high rare-earth 
concentrations [37]. Said high rare-earth content core glasses are unstable [38] and would have 
devitrified had conventional optical fiber CVD processes been used.  
 
Clearly the components of the glass (core and cladding phases) should have miscibility at the 
fiber processing temperature. If not, any cladding glass that enters the core region will not mix 
with the molten core phase, potentially leading to large optical losses in the resultant fiber. While 
the selection criteria for the materials described in the previous section corresponds to a ‘first 
cut’ selection, liquid-liquid miscibility is also a firm requirement for the fabrication of these 
fibers via the molten core process.  As such, a significant effort was made in the understanding 
of the phase diagrams of binary, and in some cases ternary, glasses that are needed for this 
program. These include the BaO-SiO2 system as an example binary glass, and the MgO-Al2O3-
SiO2 and BaO-Al2O3-SiO2 systems as example ternary glasses (with the addition of a rare earth 
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resulting in a quaternary glass). Complex ternary compositions were investigated during the 
extension period. 
 
IV. Summary of Optical Fibers 
 
 
A. Spinel Derived Fiber 
 
Of particular interest is the utilization of the long-studied and broadly-characterized MgO as a 
precursor material. Its photoelastic constant is negative and is approximately twice in magnitude 
than that of alumina [39], and possesses many of the other advantageous (with respect to the 
reduction of the Brillouin gain) properties of alumina (high density, acoustic velocity, etc.) [40]; 
in many ways, in fact, it is very similar to alumina. However, as its melting point is above 2800 
ºC [41], MgO clad in silica represents a combination of materials not amenable to the molten 
core process, as the silica cladding would have already begun boiling long before the MgO 
melted. As such, in order to be able to characterize MgO in the context of an optical fiber dopant, 
a material with lower melting point was settled-upon: MgAl2O4 spinel. 
 
From a materials perspective, “spinels” are a mineralogical class of compounds with general 
formula A2+B2

3+O4
2-. The A and B cations occupy the octahedral and tetrahedral crystallographic 

sites, respectively, of the cubic lattice. The aluminum spinel, MgAl2O4, is one of the more 
common compositions and frequently is used as a refractory [42] and, more recently, in 
transparent armor [43]. 
 
Based on the guiding principles noted above, this aluminum spinel was employed as the 
precursor core phase in the molten core fabrication of a silica-clad magnesium aluminosilicate 
optical fiber [26]. As with the sapphire [25], spinel is exceedingly refractory necessitating the use 
of a large and thick-walled silica cladding tube. Several hundred meters of 125 μm diameter fiber 
was drawn at a temperature of 2175 °C, which exceeds the 2135 °C (congruent) melting point of 
the MgAl2O4.  The resulting fiber was found to readily splice to conventional 
telecommunications fiber. 
 
The resultant fibers were single-moded, a first for such intrinsically-low Brillouin gain fibers, 
and possessed combined MgO + Al2O3 concentrations between 4.5 – 5.5 weight percent. While 
these MgO + Al2O3 concentrations seem relatively low in comparison to the Al2O3 
concentrations in the sapphire-derived fibers, they still exceed the miscibility limit in silica at 
conventional silica-based optical fiber processing temperatures [44]. For example, given the 
immiscibility of the MgO – SiO2 system [45-47], only about 1.5 mole percent of MgO in SiO2 
would be stable at a temperature of about 1700 °C [46]. Another interesting glass 
structure/property feature of the spinel-derived optical fibers was that the deduced refractive 
index contributions from both the Al2O3 and MgO were higher than their respective crystalline 
counterparts [25,48], which may result from an effect similar to that of the SiO2-AlPO4 join [49] 
except resulting in an increase in refractive index.  
 
The acoustic- and Brillouin-related features of the spinel-derived fiber were found to be both 
significant and useful. The spinel-derived fibers were the first truly single-mode fibers derived 
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from a precursor crystal and MgO was validated as increasing the acoustic velocity when added 
to silica, thus joining only alumina [50] and yttria [24] (and later joined by Li2O) with this 
known behavior in an optical fiber. Further, owing to the small core diameter of the single-
mode fiber and its being an acoustic anti-waveguide (since the acoustic velocity of magnesio-
aluminosilicate glass is larger than that of pure silica), the Brillouin spectrum possessed the 
largest-reported waveguide-loss-induced spectral broadening such that, for the first time, the 
intrinsic Brillouin line-width of silica in fiber form was observed by direct measurement. 
 
The spinel-derived optical fiber, building off of the sapphire-derived analog, provided significant 
analytic insights while also being technologically practical. Further, in both cases, the molten 
core technique yielded all-glass fibers with compositions that could not have been made using 
conventional methods due to immiscibilities between the component phases. However, in both 
cases, the photoelasticity of the precursor crystal phase was not sufficiently negative such that 
the zero Brillouin composition was practically obtainable. As mentioned above, since pure MgO 
has a photoelastic constant ‘only’ about double that of alumina, silica concentrations as low as 10 
– 20 mole % are necessary to achieve the ZeBrA condition. This leads to the baria derived fiber 
described in the next section. 
 
B. BaO-Derived Optical Fibers 
 
Upon doping into silica, barium oxide (BaO) is known to increase the binary glasses’ refractive 
index, mass density, and as was determined [28] as part of this program, the visco-elastic 
damping coefficient while reducing the acoustic velocity. In addition, and like Al2O3, baria 
possesses a Brillouin frequency dependence on temperature and strain that is of opposite sign to 
that of silica. Hence, conceptually, both Brillouin a-thermal and a-tensic (where the Brillouin 
scattering frequency is independent of any applied strain on the fiber) fibers could be realized in 
the binary bariosilicate system; a finding previously reported for only one other glass system of 
practical significance: the aluminosilicates [25]. This is a disadvantage in fiber systems where 
heating or straining is utilized to decrease the Brillouin gain, but could prove to find great utility 
in distributed sensing systems. 
 
BaO-derived all-glass optical fibers were produced by melting BaO inside a silica cladding tube 
[28]. The preform was drawn at a temperature of about 1975°C, which exceeds the 1920°C 
melting point of the baria [51] thus fulfilling the principal fabrication requirement of the molten 
core technique. The resultant fiber, depending upon the core size, had BaO concentrations 
ranging from about 23 – 37 weight percent (about 10 to 18 mole percent) in SiO2. This fiber was 
also found to readily splice to conventional telecommunications fiber (see Fig. 4). 
 
Baria, like alumina, is by no means a new material. Glass formation in the BaO-SiO2 system has 
been studied as far back as 1922 [52]; and possibly earlier. Shortly thereafter, in 1927, it was 
known that liquid-liquid immiscibility existed between SiO2 and the other alkaline earth oxides 
[46] but not initially BaO. Liquid-liquid immiscibility ultimately was identified in this binary 
system over the range from about 2 to 28 mole percent BaO [53]. For a more detailed discussion 
of the critical cooling rate, liquidus temperature, and effect of SiO2 dissolution on BaO core melt 
viscosity, the reader is referred to Ref. 28. From an optical and acoustic perspective, the BaO-
derived optical fiber would exhibit both a-thermal and a-tensic (in the Brillouin frequency) 
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compositions with a zero Brillouin gain condition predicted at a composition of about 33 mole 
percent BaO (as opposed to 88 mole percent Al2O3 in the sapphire-derived fiber case). The 
relative spontaneous Brillouin scattering signal from the baria-doped fiber, measured against 
control conventional silica optical fiber, was found to be reduced by about 10 dB in reasonable 
agreement with the calculated value. 
 
 

 

 
Figure 4. Optical micrograph of spinel-derived (i) and BaO-derived (ii) fiber cross-sections, 

splices between silica and the (iii) spinel-derived and (iv) BaO-derived fibers. In (iii) and 
(iv), “SpDF” refers to the spinel-derived optical fiber and “BaODF” refers to the BaO-

derived optical fiber.  
 
 
The observed reduction in the Brillouin gain of the fabricated fiber (~ 10 dB relative to 
conventional fiber) can be attributed to a large density (4688 kg/m3), large viscoelastic 
damping (about twice that of alumina), and relatively large and negative photoelastic 
coefficient (-0.33).  The latter was determined partly with the help of some data found in the 
literature, and thus further validation of this value is still required and is on-going. However, 
while larger than silica in magnitude [28], it is this value that enables ZeBrA fibers with more 
practical compositions (at about 33.5 mole% baria in silica). A drawback to utilizing baria as a 
dopant is its relatively high refractive index and low acoustic velocity relative to silica, both of 
which tend to increase the Brillouin gain. Since the addition of baria decreases the system 
acoustic velocity, and therefore also the acoustic frequency, and since the Brillouin spectral 
width (see Eqn. (6)) is proportional to the square of this frequency, a decreasing velocity 
moderates the increasing Brillouin spectral width due to visco-elastic damping [4]. This leads to 
the required bariosilicate composition at 20 dB Brillouin gain reduction to be relatively closer to 
the ZeBrA point than is needed for the aluminosilicate fiber.  In fact, it is partly for this reason 
that the Brillouin gain for the extrapolated hypothetical pure baria is larger than that of silica. 
Ultimately, this is a trade-off that needs to be considered when designing the fiber laser in which 
the fiber will be used. 
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C. Rare Earth Oxides: Ytterbia 
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Figure 5.  Brillouin gain coefficient versus alumina concentration in mole % for several 
ytterbia concentrations, increasing from 0 to 1 mole % (~ 6 wt%) in steps of 0.1 mol %. 

 
 
We have found with a high degree of certainty that for glassy ytterbia; 1) the acoustic velocity 
is lower than that of silica and lower than that of ytterbia in crystalline form [54], consistent 
with observations for alumina; 2) ytterbia has a very large material acoustic damping 
coefficient, consistent with previous observations for neodymia (Nd2O3); and 3) the 
photoelastic constants are negative.  Even after an extensive literature search, result #3 could 
not be directly corroborated with a measurement on bulk ytterbia.  However the conclusion is 
consistent with measurements found in [55] wherein the replacement of Y3+ and Gd3+ ions with 
Er3+ ions in yttrium aluminum garnet (YAG) and gadolinium gallium garnet (GGG), 
respectively, resulted in both p11 and p12 being lower (typically more negative) than for their 
undoped counterparts.  In particular only p12 for YAG is listed as positive, but is very small at 
0.009, and decreases to -0.035 with the replacement of 26% of the Y3+ ions with Er3+ ions. In the 
case of GGG, replacing 15% of Gd3+ ions with Er3+ ions decreases p12 from -0.027 to -0.047. 
First, this suggests that bulk crystals can also exhibit ZEBRA compositions. Second, p12 in 
Er:YAG is less than the published value for either bulk pure alumina (-0.03) [56] or yttria 
(+0.057) [57] suggesting that Er2O3, and likely the lanthanides generally, have negative Pockels’ 
coefficients (p11 and p12).  Finally, the self-consistency of the observed physical parameters for 
glassy ytterbia suggests that alumina and ytterbia can be treated as independent species within 
the glassy matrix. Although the mass density of ytterbia has been tied to that of alumina, inter-
bonding effects, such as observed for the Al-O-P join [49], do not appear to be driving any of the 
observations made in this work. 
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Figure 6.  Brillouin gain coefficient versus P2O5 concentration in mole % for several 

ytterbia concentrations, increasing from 0 to 1 mole % (~ 6 wt%). 
 
The higher refractive index and reduced acoustic velocity for ytterbia, relative to silica, tend to 
increase the BGC, while the large density, negative p12, and massive Brillouin spectral width 
tend to decrease the BGC. In the quantities typically encountered in an active Yb-doped 
aluminosilicate glass (up to a few wt% of oxide), the dominant contributor to the BGC is the 
large material damping coefficient. Thus, even for small quantities of ytterbia, a significant 
reduction in the BGC can be realized relative to undoped aluminosilicate glass. To complete this 
section, a calculation of the BGC as a function of both ytterbia and alumina concentration are 
provided utilizing the parameters found in [29], with the results found in Fig. 5. The plots were 
extended only to realistic alumina concentrations that can be achieved utilizing conventional 
fiber fabrication techniques [58] to show where conventional fiber values sit. 
 
For comparison, these calculations are extended to the Yb-doped phosphosilicate system 
utilizing the quantities found in [20,22], with the results provided in Fig. 6. The P2O5 
calculations suggest that at lower concentrations there is a large degree of similarity in the BGC 
between the Yb-doped aluminosilicate and phosphosilicate glass systems. However, since the 
P2O5 acoustic velocity is less than that of silica, an absolute minimum in the BGC is observed, 
whereas for the alumina dopant, the BGC monotonically decreases.  And, since the Pockels’ 
coefficient p12 is negative for alumina (but is positive for P2O5) a zero-gain condition is reached, 
whereas one is not found for the P2O5-doped system. Access to these low-BGC aluminosilicate 
compositions, however, requires non-traditional methods of fiber fabrication [25]. Thus, since 
larger quantities of P2O5 can be doped into silica utilizing conventional methods, lower BGC 
values can be attained in ‘conventional’ active fibers, owing to the much larger acoustic damping 
coefficient when compared with silica. For example, a typical Yb-doped aluminosilicate fiber 
may possess 0.2 mole% of ytterbia and 5 mole% of alumina, giving rise to a BGC of about 1.1 × 
10-11 m/W (for a simple step-index fiber), whereas a phosphosilicate fiber possessing 0.6 mole% 
of ytterbia and 20 mole% of P2O5 (the concentration where the BGC is minimized for the given 
ytterbia concentration), the BGC is about 0.7 × 10-11 m/W; a value about 2 dB lower.  
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D. Yb-Doped BaO-Derived Fiber 
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Figure 7.  Overlay of the Yb-doped aluminosilicate emission spectrum (black) with that of a 

Yb-doped bariosilicate glass (blue).  They are nearly indistinguishable. 
 
 
 
The first group of Yb-doped BaO-derived fibers has been fabricated in this program.  The 
ytterbia content in the fiber was somewhat high thus resulting in poor amplifier performance.  
However basic spectroscopy was completed with the result that Yb-doped baria-derived fibers 
very closely resemble their aluminosilicate counterparts (see Fig. 7). Work should continue on 
optimizing the precursor composition for a reduced final glass ytterbia concentration and laser 
measurements shall be made. 
 
E. Lanthana Aluminosilicate Fiber 
 
In collaboration with the Leibniz Institute of Photonic Technology, Jena, Germany, lanthana 
aluminosilicate (SAL) fibers were investigated [30]. To confirm the characteristics deduced for 
ytterbia [29], as another example of a rare earth dopant (with potentially negative p12), the 
specific effects of lanthana (La2O3) on the Brillouin characteristics of silica-based oxide glass 
optical fibers were investigated. Lanthana is an interesting species to investigate since it 
possesses a wide transparency window covering the common fiber laser and telecom system 
wavelengths. As might be expected, it is found that the properties of lanthana are very similar to 
those of ytterbia (Yb2O3); namely low acoustic velocity, wide Brillouin spectral width, and 
negative photoelastic constant, with the latter two properties affording significant reductions to 
the Brillouin gain coefficient. However, lanthana possesses thermo-acoustic and strain-acoustic 
coefficients (acoustic velocity versus temperature or strain, TAC and SAC, both respectively) 
with signs that are opposed to those of ytterbia. The lanthano-aluminosilicate (SAL) fiber 
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utilized in this study is Brillouin-athermal (no dependence of the Brillouin frequency on 
temperature) but not atensic (is dependent upon the strain), which is believed to be, to the best of 
our knowledge, the first demonstration of such a glass fiber utilizing a compositional engineering 
approach. The Brillouin-related properties of lanthana are provided in Table 2. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 8. RIPs measured at 1000 nm and 1550 nm (the latter has a slightly higher peak Δn). 

The data taken at 1000 nm is shown with the dashed line. 
 
 

 

 
 

Figure 9. SEM image of the SAL fiber core. A slight ellipticity is observed. 
 
A refractive index profile (measured at two wavelengths) and an SEM image of the fiber core are 
provided in Figs. 8 and 9, respectively. Due to diffusion-related processes, the core has a 
gradient compositional profile, with the silica content increasing moving away from the center of 
the core, where the composition was 11.85 mole% alumina, 9.80 mole% lanthana, and the 
remainder silica. To fabricate the fiber, the glass was first fabricated and then the fiber was 
drawn in a rod-in-tube manner.  The origin of the slightly elliptical core shape is not currently 
known. Optical loss was approximately 2 dB/m at the measurement wavelength (1535 nm). 
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The experimental methodologies utilized in this study (consisting of a ‘standard set’ of 
measurements made on such novel fibers, the procedures being developed as part of this 
program) are identical to those found elsewhere [25,28,29], and therefore detailed descriptions 
will not be provided here. Instead, they are only briefly outlined as follows. The spontaneous 
Brillouin gain spectrum (BGS) was measured utilizing a heterodyne approach. More specifically, 
it was measured by launching pump power into the fiber and the resulting back-scattered signal 
was mixed with the pump on a fast square-law detector. The detector signal was subsequently 
investigated with an electrical spectrum analyzer in order to retrieve the BGS. Fibers were kept 
short (~ 2m) in order to minimize Brillouin spectral broadening due to any length-wise variations 
in the fiber. The dependence of the Brillouin frequency on temperature was measured by 
immersing the fiber in a thermally-controlled heated water bath. The dependence of the Brillouin 
frequency on strain was measured by securing a segment of the SAL fiber at both ends with 
epoxy. One end was affixed to a micrometer-based precision translation stage (with the other end 
held rigidly), from which the applied strain could be carefully measured. 
 
The measurements of the thermo-optic and strain-optic coefficients (TOC and εOC, respectively) 
were achieved through the use of a ring-laser configuration. In short, the SAL fiber was placed 
into the cavity of a fiber ring laser operating at 1550 nm (utilizing an erbium-doped fiber as the 
gain medium). Since the free-spectral range of the laser is inversely proportional to the refractive 
index (modal), and the refractive index is a function of temperature or strain, measurements of 
the laser free spectral range as a function of temperature or strain disclose the TOC and εOC. 
Clearly this assumes that the change in length (due to thermal expansion or strain) for each of the 
measurements is known and measured. 
 
The Brillouin gain coefficient is estimated by comparing the strength of the spontaneously-
generated Stokes’ signal with that of a fiber with known Brillouin gain. The fiber was selected so 
that its BGS overlaps with neither that of the apparatus (Corning SMF-28TM fiber) nor that of the 
SAL fiber. As a result a P2O5-doped fiber (described in [20,22]) was utilized. The optical mode 
from this fiber also had good spatial overlap with the fundamental mode of the SAL fiber, such 
that mainly the fundamental optical mode could be excited. In mathematical terms, the Brillouin 
reflectivity for the two fibers were compared using the analysis in [59],  
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and where P is the pump power launched into the fiber, A is the mode effective area (determined 
from the mode field diameter, MFD), L is the fiber length, νS is the frequency of the Stokes’ 
signal (approximately equal to that of the pump signal, at a wavelength of 1534 nm), and Γ is the 
decay rate ( . The Brillouin frequency, νB, was selected to be the peak value from the BGS 
measurement. Table 2 outlines the properties measured for the fiber. Utilizing the models 
presented above, the values for lanthana were deduced (Table 1 in [30]). 
 

Table 2. Summary of physical properties of the SAL fiber. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

*Core center value in step-wise approximation. 
**Calculated from the additive model. 

***Value at the core center. 
 

 
 

Figure 10. Brillouin gain coefficient calculated for the lanthanum aluminosilicate system 
(bulk) utilizing the parameters in [30] and assuming that [Al2O3] =1.21x[La2O3]. 

 
Finally, and as is relevant to this program, the Brillouin gain coefficient is provided in Fig. 10.  It 
is clear that there is a wide compositional range with >20dB Brillouin gain reduction starting 
at about 30 mole% of alumina, with a zero-Brillouin composition appearing near 45 mole% of 
alumina.  The assumption is that the composition be one where that [Al2O3] =1.21×[La2O3] as 

Value Fiber 1 
Optical Wavelength (nm), Brillouin 

Scattering Measurements 1534 
Δn* (× 10-3) 100 

Mode Index, nm (1534 nm); room 
temp. and zero strain** 1.5371 

Attenuation Coefficient (dB/m) at 
1534 nm 1.0 
ν (GHz) 11.476 

V (m/s) (acoustic mode value) 5727 
[Al]*** mole% 11.85 
[La]*** mole% 9.80 

Thermal Coefficient (MHz/K) +0.037 
TOC (K-1) 1.217 x 10-5 

Strain Coefficient (GHz/ε) +16.4 
εOC (unitless) 0.115 

Δν (MHz) 82.0 
ρ (kg/m3)*,** 2944 
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in the present fiber.  Ternary compositions such as this one provide a wide range of possible 
zero-Brillouin gain conditions. 
 
F. LuAG-Derived Fiber 
 
Two LuAG-derived fibers with different core compositions were fabricated starting with a 
commercial sample of LuAG (Lu3Al5O12) crystal. A summary of their basic measured properties 
can be found in Table 3. Figure 11 shows scanning electron microscope end-images and Fig. 12 
provides the measured attenuation spectra for both fibers. Several features can be seen in the 
spectra, and these can easily be attributed to other rare earth elements present in the starting 
LuAG (as well as OH absorption near 1400 nm). For example the wide features at the long-
wavelength end can be attributed to Tm3+ and that at the short end to either Yb3+ or Er3+. While 
these impurities contributed to excess loss in the fibers, they are not present in a quantity that 
will significantly alter the Brillouin characteristics. Fiber 1 generally has lower loss than Fiber 2 
and this can probably be attributed to the core possessing a greater quantity of high-purity silica 
originating in the cladding. In other words, the starting core material was more diluted with a 
material of lower loss in Fiber 1. For completeness, it is worth noting that prior results on YAG-
derived optical fibers yielded attenuation values of about 0.12 dB/m so lower losses are certainly 
possible [60]. The measured RIPs for the two fibers are shown in Fig. 13 and compositional data 
can be found in Fig. 14. Given the slight ellipticity of the fiber cores, the RIPs shown are the 
azimuthal averages. The graded-index shape is observed and results from the dissolutional and 
diffusional processes inherent to the molten core process [60]. The mode field diameter (MFD) 
and mode area (Petermann II method) calculated from the RIPs are also provided in Table 3. 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 11. Scanning electron microscope end image (fiber cross section) of Fibers 1 and 2 

with scale provided. There is some ellipticity in the Fiber 2 core. 
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Figure 12. Attenuation spectrum for the fibers. Hydroxyl absorption near 1400 is observed. 

The remaining structure can be attributed to optical absorption bands of various other 
rare earth impurities present in the starting LuAG crystal. 

 
 

 
Figure 13. Refractive index profiles for Fiber 1 (open circles) and Fiber 2 (solid squares). 
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Figure 14. Molar ratio of Lu to Al across the core of Fiber 2. 

 
 

Table 3. Summary of physical properties of the LuAG-derived fiber. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

* Value at the core center. 
**Calculated from the RIPs. 

***Value could not be measured. 
 

Value Fiber 1 Fiber 2 
Optical Wavelength (nm), Brillouin Scattering 

Measurements 1534 1534 

Core Diameter 6.0 15 
Δn* (× 10-3) 83.3 108 

Mode Index, nm (1534 nm); room temp. and zero 
strain** 1.5108 1.5444 

Mode Field Diameter, (1534 nm); room temp. 
and zero strain, LP01 mode (μm)** 4.20 6.30 

Attenuation Coefficient (dB/m) at 1534 nm 1.42 1.52 
νa (GHz) 11.347 11.574 

Δν (MHz) 50 65 
V (m/s) (acoustic mode value) 5761 5748 

[Al2O3]* mole% 7.70 11.3 
[Lu2O3]* mole% 5.60 7.90 

Thermal Coefficient (MHz/K) 0.269 0.065 
TOC (10-6 K-1) *** 10.2 

Strain Coefficient (GHz/ε) 27.9 19.5 
  (dimensionless) *** 0.123 

gB (10-11 m/W, peak value) 0.44 
(0.63) 0.40 
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Another very important conclusion that can be drawn from this work is the similarity of the 
various rare earth sesquioxide silicates in some of their Brillouin and other material 
properties. For example, they universally seem to possess low (and negative) photoelastic 
constants and tend to have large refractive index values. Comparing Table 3 in this work and 
Table 1 in [30], both lanthana- and lutetia-possessing glass fibers acted very similarly with 
similar silica content, despite being at opposing ends of the lanthanide series.  
 
However hidden in this similarity are some significant differences. For example, the acoustic 
velocity may be calculated from the Bragg condition, giving rise to the values in Table 3 for both 
fibers. Simple additive models may be utilized to calculate the relative contributions to the 
measured velocity by each of the constituent oxides. This routine has been described in detail 
elsewhere [10], and is somewhat simplified in the present case since both the optical and acoustic 
modes are confined tightly to the center of the core due to the high index [25]. As such, the 
measured properties of the waveguide largely take on the characteristics of the material in center, 
and a full waveguide analysis [20,22] becomes unnecessary. Utilizing the common theme that 
the density of the material drops by about 17% in going from bulk crystal to glassy phase [25], 
the density of Lu2O3 is estimated to be 7928 kg/m3 and its acoustic velocity (longitudinal) is 
subsequently found to be about 3660 m/s from the fiber data. Combining this with the data for 
alumina used in [30], the acoustic velocity of bulk glassy Lu3Al5O12 is extrapolated to be 5340 
m/s. This represents a significant reduction in the acoustic velocity relative to bulk LuAG (about 
25% below the measured bulk value of 7143 m/s). Given the work in [24,25], one would have 
expected a smaller reduction (but a reduction nonetheless) in the range of about 13%. In that 
case, the aggregate Lu3Al5O12 constituent would have a ‘glassy’ acoustic velocity larger than 
silica, rendering an acoustic anti-waveguide, rather than a waveguide as was observed here. This 
demonstrates the clear utility in the characterization of oxides (among others) across the Periodic 
Table.  
 
G. Strontium Aluminosilicate Fiber 
 
Continuing along the path of the Group II oxide (barium silicates discussed above), strontium 
aluminosilicate fibers were developed [27].  Similar to the barium silicate fibers, the strontian 
content was found to be approximately 10 mole%, in addition to possessing about 17 mole% of 
alumina. Utilizing the complete set of data for strontium (see Table 4), along with that of 
alumina and silica, physical properties of the ternary glass can be calculated and predicted. Of 
particular interest here is the suppression of SBS, mainly through the nullification of p12. In this 
way, the longitudinal pressure wave does not lead to a change in refractive index along the 
polarization axis of the optical wave [18], thus preventing SBS from occurring. As such, Fig. 15 
provides the Brillouin gain coefficient, relative to a SMF fiber, as a function of SrO content, 
assuming a constant SrO:Al2O3 molar ratio of 0.6. In other words, at a SiO2 content of zero, the 
glass would have a composition of 40% SrO and 60% Al2O3. This aluminate glass would be 
highly unstable and should be taken more as an extension of the model than a realizable glass 
composition. The drop to zero of the Brillouin Gain at a composition of about 41.5 mol% SiO2 
corresponds to the ZeBrA condition, where p12 goes to zero. This ZeBrA composition assumes 
moderately low silica content and further experiments are underway in order to achieve this 
composition in fiber form.  
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Figure 15. Calculated Brillouin coefficient (gB) relative to a typical Ge-doped SMF versus 

a ratio of SiO2-SrO-Al2O3 content for the ternary strontium aluminosilicate glasses. A zero-
p12 composition is calculated to be at a SiO2 content of about 41.5 mol%, SrO content of 

about 22.5 mol%, and Al2O3 of about 36 mol%. The log-amplitude curve shows a 
singularity where gB = 0 m/W. 

 
 

Table 4.  Summary of physical properties of the various glass constituents. 
Value SiO2* Al2O3** SrO BaO*** 

Index (at 1534 nm) 1.444 1.653 1.810 ± 1.1% 1.7915 ± 
8.0% 

Molar mass (g/mol) 60.08 101.96 103.62 153.33 
Density ρ (kg/m3) 2200 3350 4015 ± 1.0% 4668 ± 0.8% 
Va(m/s) 5970 9790 3785 ± 1.6% 3131 ± 3.1% 
ΔνB (MHz at 11 GHz) 17.0 274 187 ± 11% 177.5 ± 2.1% 
TOC (10-6 K-1) 10.4 10.5 -12.4 ± 68% 18.40 ± 6.0% 
SOC 0.174 0.039 -0.120 ± 12%  -0.125 ± 47% 
TAC**** (m/s/K) +0.555 -2.41 -1.14 ± 10% -0.390 ± 21% 

SAC**** (m/s/ε) +29.2 -46.9 -19.7 ± 9.5% -12.007 ± 
21% 

p11 +0.098 -0.237 ± 
0.020 

-0.296 
± 0.113 

≈-0.33 

p12 +0.226 -0.027 ± 
0.012 -0.245 ± 0.034 ≈-0.33 

Poisson Ratio 0.16 0.25 0.231 [61] 0.31 
* Data from [20,22,31,62] for silica was utilized in the analysis here. Determination of the Pockels’ coefficients near 
15XXnm for silica can be found in [31]. The Pockels’ values are somewhat lower here than in the visible 
wavelength range [63,64,65] due to dispersion in these parameters [31]. 
** Data from [25,31,35] for alumina was utilized in the analysis here. The SAC is averaged from the three fibers 
analyzed in [35]. 
*** Values for BaO provided here are taken from previous study in [28] to help the reader in the discussion. 
**** TAC and SAC are the thermo-acoustic coefficient and strain-acoustic coefficient, respectively.  
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Novel silica-clad optical fibers possessing a SrO – Al2O3 – SiO2 (SrAlSi) core were fabricated 
using the molten core method and their optical and Brillouin properties measured. The Brillouin 
gain coefficient of the SrAlSi fiber was found to be 0.11x10-11 m/W, which is about 20 times 
lower than conventional silica glass optical fibers. The SrAlSi core also exhibited a near zero 
Brillouin frequency thermal coefficient (-0.064 MHz/K) making it essentially athermal with 
respect to Brillouin frequency. These findings, taken along with those from previous work on 
BaO-derived optical fibers [28], suggest that Group II compounds possess intrinsically low 
Brillouin gain along with selected other unusual, yet useful (e.g., athermal), properties. A 
systematic study of MgO and CaO containing optical fibers is underway. 
 
H. Lithium Aluminosilicate Fiber 
 
Lithium oxide bonds into the silica glass structure as a network modifier without significant 
expansion of it, thereby densifying the glass. The large relative thermal expansion of lithia can 
be utilized as a design parameter in achieving a Brillouin-athermal single mode fiber. In order to 
fabricate the fiber, a starting 50:50 mol% mixture of Li2O and Al2O3 powders was pressed into 
3mm pellets. These pellets were utilized in a powder-in-tube molten core fabrication process 
[10]. A fiber was drawn down to ~ 5 μm core and standard ~ 125 μm cladding diameters from an 
initial 3 mm (inner diameter) x 30 mm (outer diameter) silica capillary tube preform. Fiber was 
drawn at 1950°C, well above the 1625°C melting point the Li2O-Al2O3 composition to a length 
of 800 m, with the cladding diameter varying by less than 1% over the length. The purity of the 
precursors led to a somewhat large background loss (~ 1.75 dB/m at 1550 nm) in this proof-of-
concept fiber. Reliable splicing of standard step-index telecom fiber (10 μm mode field diameter 
at 1550 nm; standard Corning SMF-28) to the fiber was accomplished using a built-in program 
on a Fitel telecom-grade portable fusion splicer. Splice losses were in the vicinity of 1 dB, 
mainly due to the mode-field diameter (MFD) mismatch between the fibers. Due to its low mass, 
lithium cannot be detected using energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX), and instead 
secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) was used; initial measurements suggest ~ 6.5 mole% 
each of lithia and alumina in the fiber core (at core center), with the remainder being silica. 
Figure 16 provides the SIMS image of the fiber core while sampling 6Li+. From the SIMS data, 
the aluminum and lithium components were found to be homogeneously mixed in the final glass. 
Fig. 17 provides RIP measurements, and Fig. 18 shows the Brillouin gain spectrum at two 
different temperatures. Table 5 provides summary data for the fiber and Table 6 gives some 
deduced physical properties of the Li2O constituent. 
 
For the very first time, we have demonstrated a silicate glass with negative Brillouin thermal 
response.  This will have very important implications for distributed sensing applications. 
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Figure 16. SIMS image of the fiber core. Relative lithium counts are on the vertical density 
scale on the right hand side. 

 
 

Table 5. Summary of optical fiber properties. Estimated or calculated values are identified while 
remaining values are from measurements. 

Parameter Value 
Modal Index (at 1534 nm) 1.462* 

Attenuation (1550 nm, dB/m) 1.75 
Core Diameter (μm) 5.3 

Mode Field Diameter (1534 nm, μm) 5.17* 
Alumina (core center, mole %) 6.5 

Lithia (core center, mole %) 6.5 
Brillouin Frequency Shift (room, 

temp., GHz) 11.754 

Brillouin Spectral Width (room temp, 
MHz) 169 

Acoustic Velocity (core center, m/s) 6166 
Brillouin Gain Coefficient (10-11 

m/W) 0.2** 

dν/dT (MHz/K) -0.26 
dν/dε (MHz/%) 406 

 
*calculated from RIP. 

**estimated from the BGS. 
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Figure 17. Comparison of core optical path delay (m) at 950 nm and 1550 nm for the 
prototype fiber. The results suggest that the RIP at 1550 nm is 98.6% of that at 950 nm, 

implying small dispersion in delta-n over a wide wavelength range. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 18.  Brillouin gain spectrum shown at two temperatures (labeled in the graph). The 

dashed lines are Lorentzian fits to the data. The Brillouin frequency decreases with 
increasing temperature. An end-image of the cleaved fiber is provided in the inset.   
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Table 6. Summary of some relevant physical characteristics of lithia. Silica and alumina date from 
[10] are provided for comparison. 

Value SiO2 [10] Al2O3 [10] Li2O 
Index (at 
1534 nm) 1.444 1.653 1.97 

Molar mass 
(g/mol) 60.08 101.96 29.88 

Density ρ 
(kg/m3) 2200 3350 3150* 

Acoustic 
Velocity 

(m/s) 
5970 9790 6500 

p12 0.252 -0.027 -0.01* 
Poisson 
Ratio 0.16 0.25 0.086** 

*Deduced from [66].  **Deduced from [67]. 
 

 
Lithia is found to increase the acoustic velocity when added to silica, but with magnitude less 
than alumina. The resulting acoustic anti-guidance, in addition to reduced value of photoelastic 
constant (p12) causes a significant decrease in the Brillouin gain, which may be a disadvantage in 
distributed sensor systems via reduction in the signal-to-noise ratio if optical power is an issue. 
The use of higher-purity materials is expected to significantly lower the optical attenuation. 
Na2O and K2O are both expected to act in a fashion similar to that of Li2O observed here, but 
both should have a greater impact on the thermal response since they influence the CTE more 
strongly than Li2O [68]. They may also possess a lower acoustic velocity which could render an 
acoustic waveguide.  Coupled with that, these materials may also prove to possess narrower 
intrinsic Brillouin spectral widths (lower acoustic material damping coefficients) and seem to 
have larger p12 values (see Table 1), thus greatly enhancing the Brillouin gain coefficient relative 
to the lithium aluminosilicate fiber presented here.  
 
 
V. Investigations Into Other Compatible Fiber Improvements 
 
Some work was done in understanding how multifunctional aspects can be engineered into fiber; 
i.e. simultaneously suppress SBS and other parasitic phenomena. 
 
A. Intrinsically Low Raman Gain Glasses and Optical Fibers 
 
The Raman spectra of several Yb:YAG-derived fibers (a typical compositional profile is 
provided in Fig. 19) were characterized utilizing a laser Raman microscope equipped with a laser 
operating at a wavelength of 785 nm (Nanophoton Corp., Raman-11). Measurements were made 
at the centre of the fiber core, where the concentration of silica is the least. Measurements of the 
pure silica spectrum were made on the claddings. Each controlled measurement utilized the same 
power, spot size, and duration. Thus, the relative strength of Raman scattering may be estimated 
from the spontaneous signal strength. Figure 20 shows the measured spectra for the three fibers, 
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shown with that of pure silica (cladding material). From the figure, it is clear that the fiber with 
lowest silica content also possesses the lowest Raman gain, and this reduction is roughly 
proportional to the silica content. Figure 21 provides a plot of the relative Raman gain as a 
function of Y2O3+Al2O3 (in units of mole %), demonstrating the approximate linearity of this 
relationship. Extrapolation of this line gives rise to negative gain values, and thus across a wider 
compositional range, the shape of this curve likely possesses some concavity. 
 

 
Figure 19. Compositional profile for a typical Yb-doped YAG-derived fiber (Fiber 3). 

Yb2O3 concentration is ~ 0.6 mole % (~ 2.6 weight %). 
 

 
 
Figure 20. Measured relative Raman gain spectra for the three Yb:YAG-derived fibers of 

the present study. Also shown is the Raman gain for pure silica. The peak Raman gain 
decreases with decreasing silica content. A portion of the spectrum is expanded for visual 

clarity. Points of interest are identified as A) ω1, B) D1, C) D2, D) ω3, E) oxygen hole 
centers, F) and G) ω4. 

 
 
A relative reduction in the spontaneous Raman scattering is observed with decreasing silica 
content, and no Yb-related peaks are identified (owing to its low content relative to the other 
glass constituents). The gain reduction can partly be attributable to the replacement of (between 
26.6 mole % and 32.5 mole % for the three fibers) silica with materials possessing relatively 
lower Raman gain. Interestingly, while other common fiber dopant materials (P2O5, GeO2, B2O3) 
have Raman gain larger than that of silica [69], the measurements made here suggest that those 
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of alumina and yttria are lower. Thus, a benefit to the use of yttrium aluminosilicate with low 
silica content would be a reduced Raman gain and therefore increased SRS threshold.  
 

 
 
Figure 21. Relative Raman gain (peak value) as a function of yttria+alumina content in the 

fibers. A line has been drawn to guide the eye. Data points are identified with their fiber 
number. 

 
 
Besides the relative reduction in the Raman gain, several interesting features of the spectra are 
apparent. The main peak (ω1) near 440 cm-1, attributable to the Si–O–Si stretching mode, appears 
to be in the same position in the YAG-derived fibers, but is much broader (~ 50% broader). This 
broadening may be attributable to a wider dispersion in the Si–O–Si bond angle [70] in these 
more highly compositionally modified glasses. The so-called defect lines at 490 cm-1 (D1) and 
600 cm-1 (D2), attributable to ‘breathing’ modes of 4- and 3-member rings [71], respectively, 
appear to diminish considerably in the YAG-derived fiber. This may be related to a reduced 
fictive glass temperature [71]. However a reduced fictive temperature is usually accompanied by 
a reduction in the peak wave-number of the ω1 line [71]. Since there is no apparent change in the 
position of this peak, it may be that the introduction of yttria and alumina to the glass network 
lessens the number of ring structures. However, the apparent shift in the peak near 800 cm-1 
(bending of the Si–O bond, ω3) does support the concept of a reduced fictive temperature; 
however it too appears broadened and diminished. The broadening of ω3 may then be related also 
to increased dispersion in the bending angle, and perhaps a considerable amount of glass disorder 
possibly due to the kinetic nature of the silica (diffusing into the cladding) prior to quenching 
[60]. 
 
The ω4 lines (near 1060 cm-1 and 1200 cm-1, although most clearly visible in Fiber 1) are 
obscured by a new peak near 950 cm-1 that appears to be increasing in strength and decreasing in 
wave-number with decreasing silica content. The former appears to be consistent with the 
assignment of this band to oxygen hole centers and the broad line-widths also suggest a 
considerable disorder in the glass [72]. In these Yb-doped fibers, the increasing spectral intensity 
beyond about 1200 cm-1 corresponds to the onset of Yb3+ luminescence, and is not therefore 
Raman related. 
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Unlike Brillouin gain, Raman gain is not linked to material properties that could be potentially 
driven to zero by choice of composition. However, by analogy to LMA fibers where the 
propagating optical mode is spread out over the fiber cross-section to reduce its intensity at a 
given spatial location, the distribution of the glasses’ bond energies can be broadened thereby 
reducing the effective Raman gain at a given wavelength. As described above, all-glass optical 
fibers derived from yttrium aluminum garnet (YAG) were fabricated [73]. It was found that the 
Raman peak at 440 cm−1, which is associated with the Si–O–Si stretching mode, did not change 
position with core glass composition but was much broader spectrally likely due to a larger 
distribution of Si–O–Si bond angles in these more highly modified glasses. The defect line peaks 
at 490 cm−1 (D1) and 600 cm−1 (D2), which are attributable to the 4- and 3-member ring 
‘breathing’ modes respectively, diminished with the combined (Y2O3 + Al2O3) content in the 
resultant glass though their spectral position did not change suggesting that yttria and alumina 
may lessen the number of ring structures in the glass. These same trends were also later observed 
for the sapphire-derived (high alumina content) fiber.  
 
Raman spectra for the YAG-derived fibers can be found in [73] while Figure 22 shows the set of 
Raman spectra obtained for the sapphire-derived fiber described above. As mentioned, the 
features of the spectra trend in ways similar to the YAG-derived fiber. In fact, the Raman gain 
spectra for the YAG- and sapphire-derived fibers are nearly identical, except that the sapphire-
derived fiber appears to be missing the line observed at 950 cm−1 (and attributed to the oxygen 
hole center [73]) from the YAG-derived fibers. 
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Figure 22. Raman gain spectra (normalized to silica) measured from the sapphire 
derived fiber for three different alumina concentrations. The spectrum appears to 

broaden and get weaker relative to the cladding (silica, black line). 

The spectra obtained suggest that the core material possesses much more disorder than the pure 
silica cladding glass. As a consequence of these modifications to the glass structure, the 
spontaneous Raman scattering intensity from the yttrium-aluminosilicate fibers was found to 
increase linearly with increasing silica content [73] with a reduction of about 3 dB measured 
for a silica content of about 67.5 mol%. This trend is similar for the sapphire-derived fiber, 
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with the concentrations of alumina being 26.9, 30.8, and 41.2 mol% for the three 
aluminosilicate fibers and a maximum reduction in Raman gain of about 2.5 dB for the 
highest alumina content (see Figure 22). While the reduction in Raman gain can partly be 
attributable to the replacement of silica with materials of relatively lower Raman gain, it is 
interesting to note that other common fiber dopant materials (e.g., GeO2, P2O5, and B2O3) have 
Raman gain coefficients larger than that of silica. Thus, the YAG-derived fiber results 
highlighted here suggest that alumina and yttria impart intrinsically lower Raman gain into the 
glass. An additional benefit, therefore, of these low-silica content yttrium aluminosilicate glasses 
for optical fibers is a reduced Raman (and Brillouin) gain and therefore increased SRS (and SBS) 
threshold.  
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Figure 23. Raman gain spectra (normalized to silica) measured from the barium 
oxide (BaO) derived fiber for three different baria concentrations. Several new lines 
appear, likely attributable to the Ba-O bond, including a strong one near 1071 cm−1. 
The silica spectrum (black line) was obtained from the fiber cladding of one of the 

fibers. 
 
 
It is important to note that even with the addition of ‘high-Raman-gain’ materials to silica it is 
still possible to achieve some level of reduction to the Raman gain. As an example, the Raman 
spectra for the baria-derived fiber [28] are shown in Figure 23. The baria concentrations in the 
three fibers are 10.4, 12.3, and 18.4 mol%. Relative to the cladding spectrum (pure silica), many 
of the conclusions about the shape of the spectra obtained from the YAG- and sapphire-derived 
fiber also seem to hold for the bariosilicate fibers. However, it is also clear that several new lines 
appear, including a prominent one near 1071 cm−1 likely attributable to the Ba-O bond. From the 
spectra and given the concentrations of baria in the fibers, it can be deduced that the strength of 
the aforementioned Raman line is relatively large in the glass. In fact, one can deduce by 
extrapolation that at a baria concentration in the vicinity of 25–30 mol%, the Raman gain will be 
larger in the baria-derived fiber than that in pure silica. However, at lower BaO concentrations, 
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the contribution to the Raman gain spectrum by baria is at a different phonon frequency, not 
overlapping with a strong silica phonon line. Thus, as long as the concentration of baria is kept 
low enough such that its contribution to the Raman spectrum is weaker than silica, the absolute 
maximum Raman gain coefficient can be reduced. The bottom line is that, in the case of the 
bario-silicate glasses, the net Raman gain can still be reduced by up to 30% relative  
to silica. 

B. Optical Fibers with Enhanced Thresholds for Higher Order Mode Instabilities (HOMI) 

There exists in active LMA fibers a power threshold where dynamic randomization of the mode 
distribution at the laser output is observed, known as “higher order mode instability” (HOMI), 
and is believed to result from a thermally-induced refractive index grating. Since the process is 
believed to be driven in part by the thermo-optic coefficient (dn/dT) the natural question is 
whether marked increases in the HOMI threshold can be obtained through judicious tailoring of 
the core material’s thermo-optic coefficient?  
 
While it has already been shown that YAG-derived fibers possess larger thermal conductivities 
than their silica counterparts [60] (as another potential way to reduce HOMI), the material dn/dT 
can also be tailored. Simply stated, if dn/dT = 0, such modal instabilities should be improved, if 
not completely removed. Much like the aforementioned work on intrinsically-low-Brillouin-gain 
glasses, combining materials with thermo-optic coefficients of opposite sign can give rise to a 
significant reduction in dn/dT, and possibly even its taking on a value of zero. Materials such as 
SiO2, GeO2 (dn/dT larger than silica), and Al2O3 (dn/dT similar to silica) have positive dn/dT, but 
this value can also be negative such as in P2O5 and B2O3 [74]. This team is currently working on 
reduced dn/dT glass optical fibers through another JTO-funded program. 
 

C. Nonlinear Refractive Index and Parasitics Depending Thereon 

Processes such as self-phase modulation (SPM) and four-wave mixing (FWM) result from the 
dependence of the refractive index on the optical intensity (the optical Kerr Effect). As with all 
other nonlinear optical processes, these may be utilized or be considered parastitics, depending 
on the requirements of an optical system. FWM and SPM may be useful, for example, for 
wavelength shifters or for generating of optical solitons, which could be useful for high bit-rate 
optical communications or short pulse lasers, respectively. However, their broadening and 
modifying of the optical spectrum may be undesirable in high peak power and multi-wavelength 
optical amplifier systems. The strength of these interactions is related to the nonlinear refractive 
index n2, i.e., to the material properties of the glass from which the fibers are made. To first 
order, the nonlinear index likely carries through the additive model via the refractive index 
(since, as mentioned above, n(I) = n0 + n2I, where n0 is the linear refractive index, I is the 
intensity of the optical signal, and n2 is the nonlinear refractive index) much like the Pockels 
coefficients do through the strain and stress optic coefficients [62]. To date, however, this has not 
yet been verified. 
 
There are numerous publications dedicated to the modeling of the nonlinear refractive  
index [75–77]. It is strongly dependent on the linear (nominal) refractive index of the material, 
and therefore lower refractive index materials tend to have lower n2 values. An expression for n2 
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in terms of widely used glass engineering coefficients, e.g., the Abbe number νd and the 
refractive index at the Fraunhofer d-line, is [75] 
 

 
(24) 

where K is a material constant that is dependent upon the effective oscillator strength (or strength 
of the induced dipole moment) and shape of the potential well of the oscillator [75]. Upon 
inspection it is seen that materials with large Abbe numbers and low nd are desirable for 
achieving low nonlinear refractive index values. As a result, classes of fluoride glasses, for 
example, have relatively low n2 [77]. Unfortunately, the ranges of Abbe numbers and refractive 
indices available for most common glass-forming materials are limited (perhaps 50–100 for the 
former and 1.4 to 1.6 for the latter), and the effectiveness of reducing n2 in this way is therefore 
also limited. Of perhaps greater interest is that heretofore a more ‘chemical’ approach may be 
taken in the design of materials with predetermined n2. The nonlinear refractive index depends 
strongly on the polarizability of the material and, therefore, on the nature of the chemical bond 
(which strongly influence the parameter K). It has been found that in some covalent bonding 
systems, in contrast to ionic ones, the value of n2 (via K [75]) might even take on negative values 
[78]. Therefore, if an abundance of covalent bonds can be engineered into the material, for 
example the Al-O-P bond in the AlPO4 system [49], significant reductions in n2 may be possible. 
This work has only just begun but offers exciting possibilities to control n2-based nonlinearities. 
We note that this may also be a path to reduction of the linear refractive index and thus the NA of 
the fiber core. 
 
VI. Future Work 
 
To keep this section brief, we first point out that a powerful fiber fabrication process, coupled 
with meticulous measurements and modeling, has disclosed a vast array of material possibilities 
possessing a wide range of performance characteristics, including zero SBS, reduced Raman, 
sensing-enhanced fibers, etc. Of particular importance to the high-power fiber laser application 
are reduced deleterious effects of nonlinear parasitics (fibers with suppressed Brillouin and 
Raman gain, and n2).  We have shown that a large number of ZeBrA compositions appear to be 
possible (although we have not yet been able to demonstrate a ZeBrA composition), and the 
range of value-added compositions broadens considerably if 20dB Brillouin gain reduction is 
taken to be the requirement. 
 
Regarding Brillouin scattering, it was found that the most promising materials are the Group II 
and lanthanide (rare earth) oxides (+ alumina).  Future work would include the development of 
such silicate materials into active fibers for high power operation. Lanthanides (+ alumina) also 
offer the added benefit of reducing the Raman gain coefficient. n2 would still need to be 
characterized for these glass systems. However, a path towards the perfect optical fiber, one 
which simultaneously possesses the aforementioned low-nonlinearity attributes, becomes well 
defined and well-within reach. Designing fibers to possess a lower numerical aperture would 
require incorporating an index-reducing material (such as F or B2O3), thus coupled with the 
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active ion, rendering necessary quaternary or quinary glasses, which can all be fabricated 
utilizing the methodology outlined here. 
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